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THE EFFECTS OF SYMMETRIC STEPS AND GAP5 ON ORIFICE MEASUREMENT*
Dr. R. 6. Teyssandier
Daniel Industries Inc.

INTRODUCTION

•

Recesses or protrusions within the ne~r flow field of orifice
meters can be found in a limited though significant number of
installations. Recesses occur most conmonly when the orifice and its
associated piping are mounted with ring-type joints used in high
pressure service. There are of course, other situations Where recesses
can occur such as a mismatch between a flange and a pipe, sealing rings
on certain types of orifice fittings, etc. As a generdl rule, a reces s
is not cons iderec to be a very significant condition. Prut rus ions , on
the other hand, are another matter. Prot rus tons are always consido=red
to be bad pract i ce and are a Iways tnouqnt to cause an error in
measurement. Although protrusions are never ces iqnec into a system they
do occur and are most commonly caused by the use of an undersized
gasket.

•

Current standards supply 1imited guidance on e i tuer recesses or
protrusions. Iloth U.S. (1) and international (2) standards restrict the
use of gaskets to those which will be at most flush and generally below
the pipe surface. The U.5. standards allows some recess in the v ic t nity
of the plate for both flange and pipe taps (2 1/2 0 upstream, 8U
downstream). A recess of less than 6.4 mm (1/4inch) is allowed for all B
rat tos , If the recess is greater (unspec t t teo) than 6.4 11m (1/4 inch)
this recess is allowed only for the following conditions: a < 0.3, D =
50mn; 8 < 0.4, [) = 75mn; and 6 < O.S, D = lUOmm. The international
standarddddresses only corner tapped orifices and specifies an equation
form whi en i nvo 1ves the depth and width of the recess. No i nformat i on
is given reyarding flange taps.

The user of these standards wi II also note that these criteria
address only the immediate vicinity of the plate. Other criteria
(however unjust i fi ed) such as the pi pe di ameter tolerance are presumed
to apply at other locations along the meter tube •

The. publ ished 1iterature Which forms the basis for the above
specifications is somewhat limited in scope and number as will be
diSCUSsed in the next section. The objective of this paper is to study
systematically the effects of such recesses or protrusions at various
locations for a small 1ine size where effects would be. Four
representati ve 1ocat ions for the protrus ions are considered. These
are: in the vicinity of tne plate on the upstream and on the downstream
side, two diameters upstream of the plate and two diameters downstream
of the plate.

"Sect ions of thi s paper ha ve appeared as an ASME paper and as d Gas
Processors Association Report.
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PREVIOUS STUUIES
Beitler and Overbeck L3J investiyated the effect of usiny a

recessed flange before and after the plate. Recessed flanges are
usually made with the pipe welded to the flange but without extending
all the way to the face of the flange. This leaves a recess or a recess
whose depth is typically equal to tile pipe thickness. On the other
hand, standard (non-recessed) flanges are made such that the pipe end is
flush with the flange face. Combinations of both types of flanges were
used by Beitler and Overbeck to detennine whether the inlet or outlet
recess was affecting the coefficient. Tne effect of the recess I enq th
was investigated. The flow rate through the test orifices was
deterrr.ined using a standard orifice (i.e. a comparison test). Bot.h
flange and pipe taps were used in these tests. The 51 nm (2-inch) line
recessed flanges typ tca l ly had a recess of 6 11111 (0.25 inch) depth and 41
flI11 (1.625 inch) length. The resul ts obtained using fl ange taps showed
that Cd inc r eases as a re su It of the recess. The devi at iun of Cd from
the unrecessed fl ange case for B < 0.4 was less than 0.5%. The
deviation increased generally with tl,attaining a broad maximum of about
1. 75% a round B = 0.63 and dropped off to about 0.75'10 at tl = 0.75. The
authors were not surprised by these relatively substantial increases in
Cd' since they expected the recess to increase the turbulence level
ahead of the orifice and so decrease the contraction after the plate.
However, the authors could not explair. ade quat e ly wh'y the deviation
decreased for B > 0.6J. The results for the pipe taps were generally
similar but the deviation lIlaynitude was slightly less at 1II0St values of
B. The authors did similar experiments on 100 nm (4-inch) and 200 min
(8-inch) lines. For the 100 mn line, Cd increased monotonically with 6
starting at B = 0.:;. The deviation amounted to 0.~'10 at 6 = 0.5, and
rose to a maximum of 2.4% at B = 0.75. For this case the depth of the
recess was kept at 6 mOland its Iength was :30 mn (1. 5 inch) before the
plate and 34 mm (1.34 inch) after the plate. The effect of using pipe
taps instead of flanye taps was similar to the 51 IIJn (z-j nch ) line
case. For the 200 nm (l3-inch) 1ine, the trends were similar to those
obtained in the 100 rnn (4-inch) line. The deviatiation started at 6 =
05 and was less than 0.5% at 8 = 0.6 increasing to 2.5% at 6 = 08. The
authors va ri ed the I enyth of the recess in the tests in tile 100 um (4-
inch) 1ine. They found that a recess of length eaual to 6.4 nrn (1/4incn)
or less had no effect on 0d. beyond 6.4 nm (/4 inch) the deviation
increased wi th the recess 1enqt h up to a va I ue of 2% at 34 min (1.34
inch). t.xperiments with a recess on one side of the plate showed that
the downstream recess did not have any effect on -Cd. Although the
trends of the above tests are useful the fact that these were comparison
tests (ie. to another reference orifice) tempers the conclusions drawn.

The second report found in the literature was b'y H. i:lean l4J. He
r-epor t ed the results of some tests done by manufacturers of orifice
meter equipment about 17 years earlier (in 1929). In most of these
tests a reference orifice was used to det erm ine Cd. Three 6 ratios:
0.31, 0.5 and 0.69 were investigated in a 1lI0 nrn (4-inch) line usiny
flange, radius and pipe taps. The recess depth was 2.4 min (0.094 inch)
and its length was 3Y.6 nrn \1.56 inch). For B = 0.31, no effect on Cd
was observed. For 8 = 0.5, the deviations were: 0.6% for flange taps
and 0.25% for buth radius and pipe taps. For 8 = 0.69, the deviations
were: 1.0% for flange taps, U.5% for radius taps and 1.4% for pipe
taps. Note again the use of a reference orifice.
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McNulty and Spencer L5J inves t iqat eu tile effects of orifice p l at e
carrier diameter (relative to the pipe d iaure t.er ) in both rough and
smooth pipes. A weigh tank system was used to determine the flow
rate. The tests were done initially using a 100 IITn (4-illch) 1ine. Four
orifice ~lates with B ratios of 0.45, O.oJ, 0.74 and 0.e4 were used in
the study. The di fferent i a 1 pressure was measured v i a corner taps of
4.e mn (3/lb inch) diameter. Tne increase in the s ize of the carrier
diameter relative to pipe diameter ranged from -l~ to 14:4, this.
corresponds tu a protrusion or recess range of 1~ and -7:4 of D
(protrusions = 1 rrrn to -7.1 IITn). Notice that a neqat ive value indicates
a recess. The results indicated that for B < U.63, the pipe conditions
and protrusions or recesses had no significant effect. For B = 0.74, Cd
increased by O.S~ for recess of S.S~ of D (protrusion = -S.6 mn) and
increased by 0.4~ for recess of 2~ of U (protrusion = -2 mn) , For
B = O.e4, the corresponding increase in Cd was about l.~% for both
recesses. For a protrusion of about 1.2S% of D (protrusion = 1.3 mn) ,
the increase in Cd was negligible for B = 0.74 and went up to 1.e:4 for B
= 0.84. The authors gave curve fi ts for the devi at ion in Cd versus
percentage change in carrier diameter. Due to tile 1imited number of
points (about 4), these fits shuulg be viewed with caution. In a
previous study McNulty and Spencer L J presented some 1imited data fur
51 rrrn (2 inch) and 150 rrrn (6 inch) pipes. This data obtained in the 152
IITn line indicated that for an upst reem ledge (with an effective
protrusion of 4.6n of U), Cd increased by 0.5'./. for B = O.S, 1.15% for
B = 0.6, 2:4 for B = u.71 and 6~ for B = u.el, while Cd did not change
for the case with upstream recess of 2.51 D. The data obtained in the
51 mm (2-inch) line gave mixed results. The deviation of Cd with a
protrusion of l.e5% D (0.94 IITn) from Cd with the negl igible recess of
U.37~)(, 0 (0.2 11TH) was -.16~ for B = 0.44, -U.3<:1 for ~ = 0.39, - -1.125
for B = 0.63 and +3.7% for B = 0.84.

EXPERIMENTAlSET-UP ANDTEST PROCEDURE

Three orifice plates with B = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 were tested in a 51
rrrn (2-inch) line USing water a, the working fluid. Figure 1 gives a
diagrarrrnatic sketch of the experimental set-up. Fully developed
turbulent flow was insured by having a st r a iqht pipe run of 105
diameters upstream of the test section. The actual flow' rate was
determined by using a dynamic weigh tank and a timer (0.001 second
resolution) triggered by the dynamic weight balance pointer. In the a =
O.Sand 0.7 tests reported here, 3UUO pounds of water were collected
whi l e in the B =0.3 tests, 2000 pounds were used. The differential
pressure across the orifice plate was measured via a pair of flange taps
9.5 IJTm (3/8 inch) in diameter. Three lJ-P ce 11s were used to i nsu re
redundancy, Each of the D-P cell s was cali brated versus a deadwei ght
tester and a1 so differential mercury manometer. Cal ibrations were
conducted once every two weeks or whenever a discrepancy appeared
between readings of the three D-P cells.

In a typi ca 1 test, the D-P cell output is fed into the computer,
digitized and averaged. A total of 3UOOsamples were averaged for the B
= U.5 and B = 0.7 tests and 7000 samples for the B = U.3 tests. These
averages together with appropri ate ca 1i brat i on curve constants, were
used to obtain the mean pressure measured by each D-P cell. Agreement
was generally within 0.05% or between for the D-P cells at the critical
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low end of the flow range. Whenever discrepancies were higher than
that, the LJ-P cells were checked for air bubbles and/or recalibrated.
The repeatability of the results for a number of representative
configurations was checked and the da t a found to 1 ie within a band ot
width equal to 0.15% of Cd. The test program lasted for "bout three
months.

The test fixture is shown in Figure~. Provisions were made for
protrusions/recesses by using a number of rings. The width of each ring
was 12.7 ITJ1l (O.t> inch). All the rings had tile same outside diameter (to
fit in provided locations in the fixture) while the inside diameter
vari ed between d iff er-ent ri ngs to provide different
protrusions/recesses. The protrusions/recesses used in the study were
6.35,5.3,4.3,3.2,1.6,0.15,0, -0.15, -3.2 and -6.35 mm (0.25, o.zi ,
0.17, 0.125, 0.0025, 0.006, 0, -0.006, -0.125 and -0.~5 inches)
respectively. A protrusion or recess of height equal to 0.15 mm
represents the 1imit set by the ISO standard based on pipe diameter
tolerance (d negdtive value indicates a recess). The test fixture was
de s iqned with a provision to change protrusions (rings) at the four
locations. These locations were: 1) adjacent to the upstream face; 2)
adjacent to the downstream face; 3) 2D upstream of the pldte; and 4) 20
downstream of the plate. The fourth location was obtained by inverting
the whole fixture. In this investigation, the height/depth of the
propt rus t on/recess was changed at one axial location while keeping the
remaining locations in the flush configuration (zero protrusion). For
each test the discharge coefficient was determined at Y-1O flow rates
(Reynolds numbers) for ~ = 0.7 and 0.5 and at about 5 - 7 flow rates for
t3 = O.J.

FAR UPSTREAM LOCATION •

•

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of this experimental program are displayed for each

test in the form of a deviation of the measured discharge coefficient Cd
from the corresponding base line coefficient Co. This base line
coefficient for each B ratio was obtained wit~ no protrusions or
recesses. These deviations are plotted versus 10 /RD where "0 is the
pi pe Reynolds number. The results wi 11 oe presented in order- from
IJpstream to downstream results.

This region lS located at ~ diameters ups t ream of the orifice
plate. Figure 3a sumnarf z es the test results for both the protrusions
and recesses for B = 0.3. As shown by this fi gure all recesses at this
location and B ratio had no noticable effect (defined by system
repeat ebf l t ty ) on the di scharqe coefficient. Protrusions into the flow
stream, however, did show an effect. When the step was 3 ITJ1l into the
flow stream an increase in discharge coefficient of about 0.2':4 was
noted. The 6 nm step caused a it inc rease. As expected when the 6
ratio was increased to O.S the effect of the protrusion into the st rean
was magnified. (Ff qure 3b) For the same step (3 1TJ1l) as above the
coefficient increased to about 1% and the maximum deviation for the 6 mm
step was roughly four times (3.9% vs l.0'.4) greater at this value of B.
For the recesses, however. the changes were vi r tual ly not not t ceb Ie with
the rnaxtmum "apparent" chanqe on the order of 0.15% at a 6 mill recess.
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lit the highest ~ tested (ll = 0.7) the maximum step into the pipe (Figure
Jc) caused about a 14% bias. The 3 ITl11 st ep c ited above resulted in
about a 2.5'io offset. A recess of 6 mn caused a positive bias of about
0.2%. This value being just outside of the overall repeatability figure
might be subject to interpretation as to whether tllis was a true bias.

In all of the above cases the use of steps or gaps which fell
wi thi n the o. J~ tolerance on eliamet er of the ISO st andard resu lted in
deviations well within the repeatability of the experiments.

ZERO D UPSTREAM
1n this configuration the protrusion or recess abuts the orifice

plate itself forming a 13 mm (1/2 tncn) perturbation in front of the
plate. Figure 4a shows the deviations plotted for ~ = 0.3. The graph
indicates that deviations are within a band of width = 0.10'io Cd for
protrusions = 1.6 nm (0.0625 inch) or less (well within labor<.!tory
repeatability). For protrusions equal to 3, 4 dnd 6 ITl11 (U.12S, U.17 dnd
0.25 inch) the deviations are approximately 0.2, 0.6 and 1.6~ above
baseline. For recesses there was (as above) virtually no effect. For II
= 0.5, HIe effects of protrusions became more pronounced whi le the
recesses still had negligible effect as shown in Figure 4b. For a
protrusion of 6 rnn (0.25 in) deviations as high as 11.5% of Cd were
measured. The deviation droped to 8% for a protrusion = " rnno (0.21
inches), 5~ for protrusion of 4 nm (0.17 inch) and continued with this
trend down to 0.66% for protrusion of 1.6 nm (0.0625 inch). The
deviation for a protrusion of O.lS IlIIl to.OOG inch) which is equal to the
allowed pipe tolerance was negligible. Figure 4c shows similar results
for p = 0.7. The protrus i on effects even much more pronounced than
those for II = 0.5. Oeviations varied from 47.7% of Cg for a protrusion
of 6 H1n to 0.1% (or negl igablt!) for protrusion of U.1 0mn. Recesses had
some effect for this s ; 0.9% for a value of -3 mn (-0.125 inch) and
0.77 ... for a value of -6 nm I-U.2~ inch). It snou ld be noted that
neither the protrus i on nor the recess eff ec t ed the slope of the
calibration curves.

The large increase in Cd at larye upstream protrusions fur large ~s
may be attributed to a nozzle type flow. For the extreme case of II =
0.7 and prut rus ion of 6 IlIIl (0.25 inch), the flow stream in the pipe
converges before arriving at the plate because of the relatively large
annular protrusion. The length of the ~rotrusion would also be expected
to play an important part since it determines if the flow has a chance
to reat tach, If it does, it would affect the velocity profi le in the
vicinity of the plate. One can also consider this configuration to be a
plate with a p = 0.9+ based on the diameter of the upstream ring (which
may be considered as a very, very short upstream pipe). This definitely
reduces the contraction of the Jet and therefore it increases Cd. On
the other hand, the reason for the increase of Cd due to large upstream
recesses for the a = 0.7 case is not clear; howe~lrj· this behavior[~grees
with what was reported by Beitl er and Overbeck It. and by Bean J and
with some of the results of McNulty and Spencer fiJ.

ZERO D DOWNSTREAM

The next location studied was that iumediately downstream of the
orifice plate. In contrast to the previous cases where it was possible

r;
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to note some effect for mid-rang~ dnd sinaller B rdtios nu effects were
noted for either protrusions or recesses downstream of the orifice
plgte. That being the case, detailed deviation results plotted vs ,
10 IRD are ~iven for (3 = 0.7 only (Fiyure 5). The deviation is about
5.25% for a protrusion of 6 rnn (0.25 inch), U.tl~ for protrusion = /I ITIII
(0.17 in) and O./I~ for protrusion = 3 IfIn (O.1~5 in). For protrusions =
1.6 mm (O.06<!S inch) and less as well as for recesses UIJ to 3 Imn(0.11'5
inch), the effect is negligible. A deviation of -O.L~~ has been found
for a recess of 6.:3S IlIIl (O.~5 in).

In this line size (50 mn) it is not sur-pr is tnq that this
prot rus ton/s combination Showed a significant effect. As noted above
there is a "false S" on the downstream side of roughly a = 0.9+ which
would surely baresponsible for downstream streamline shape. Bei t l er
anc Overbeck (.;S) reported negl igible effects for downstream recesses;
however, they had no data on the effect of downstream protrusions.

1. At tllree of the locations studied, the presence of a prutrusion
caused the coefficient of discharge to increase. This deviation
increased with both the protrusion heiyht and the 8 ratios
investigated. The only exception to this was the far downstream
case (20) when: there was no effect.

2. Protrusions at 2D upstream of the plate can have considerable
effect on Cd , The error variation trends are simi l ar to the
case of a protrusion directly upstream of the plate (see below)
however, the magnitudes are smaller. For examp l e , it can be
inferred from the present data (by interpolation) that a
protrusion of 6.J~ 0 or smaller results in an error within the
repeatability of the data for f;=0.3%; while for I! = 0.5, the
protrusion should be kept at or below 1.7~ 0; and for (3=0.7, the
protrusion should not exceed 0.9~ D to aChieve this accuracy.

3. As expected. the protrusions directly upstream of the plate
caused the most sub stant i a 1 devi at ions in Cd dependi n9 on the
size of the protrusion and the fl ratio of the orifice plate.
For 6 = 0.3, errors were negliyiole for protrusions less then
5.B~ D but were as hiyh as 1.6:k for protrusion = 1~.5~ D. For 8

•

TWO DIAMETER DOWNSTREAM LOCATION
By inverting the fixture, it was possible to test the effect of

having a prot rus t cn or recess at 2 pipe d iemet ers downstream of the
plate. Since the effects noted at the illinedidte downstream location
were mi ni ma1 it was deci ued to on ly test the extreme protrus ion (6.35
rmr) and the ext r-ems recess (b.J5 mn) for the three as. The results
showed negl iyible effect for either a protrusion or a recess at this
location. Figure £> shows the det e i l ed deviation results for one tl only
(6 = 0.7) for protrusions of +6 mm and -6mm. Results for the other two
6S show less effect and therefore are not shown.

•

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the above experimental proyram the following conclusions mdY

be drawn.

£>
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= 0.5~, tile effects were substantially higher beyond a
protrusion of 1.01 0 reaching a vdlue of 11.5% at protrusion =
12.51. For f> = 0.7, the of f ec t s were even much hi gher, and
protrusions should be avoided or kept, be l ow O.Jtl~ U to keep the
error within the uncertainty of tile data. For a = U.3 and 0.5
the protrusions should be kept below 5.81 U and 1~ 0,
respectively, to have similar accuracy.

4. Protrusions at a location directly downstreaw of the plate had
much less effect than the previous two upstream cases. In fact,
for a = 0.3 and 0.5, the effect was negligible even at the
highest protrusions. For B = U.7, the error was less then 0.51
for a protrusion 6.L51 0 and less, but values as high as 51 were
obtained with d protrusion of 1L.5~ o. Based on the data
presented in the paper it may be inferred that the protrusion
should be kept below 31 lJ to keep the deviation within the
repeatability of the data for this a.

• 5. h 20 oownst ream the only test run tno t cat eo t nat the 12. 5~ step
did not have a Significant effect.

6. As expected recesses had a substant i ally lower effect than
protrusions. At 20 upstream of the plate for a = U.3 and 0.5,
the deviations was negligible while deviations of U.32 and U.22~
were obtained for B = 0.7 with recesses = 6.251 0 and 12.51 0,
respectively. Since there 1S nu Ioq ica l explanation for the
higher deviation for the smaller recess that data point is very
suspect.

7. Similar to the results at 2lJ upstream, tile data for both a = 0.3
and a = u.s showed no effect on coefficient for recesses up to
12.5% of diameter. At f> = 0.7, nowever , deviation of about U.8
to 0.9% were measured for recesses larger than 6.25% of
diameter.

•
8. On the downstream of the plate, recesses up to 6.251 seemed to

have no effect on Cd for a 11 plates, whi Ie a recess of 12. SI 0
gave a reduction in Cd (negative deviation) of 0.251 for a =
0.7 •

9. Recesses two diameters downstream of the pl at e showed no effect
for all as.

10. The 150-5167 pipe diameter spec t f tcat ion of tD.31 over the 20
upstream length shows no effect for a B om wide perturbation
placed at the extremes of the specified length.
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TEST RESULTS SUMMARY
(CD - Cool/Coo X 100~

2D Upstream
Step Size
'"of Diameter II = 0.30 O.!> 0.7

1~.5'j, U.995 3.65 14.~6
10.~ 2.58 8.9
8.5 0.471 1.64 4.54
6.2~ (j.l Y6 0.94 z , 32
3.12~ 0.372 0.73
0.3 -0.U~5 U.03~ 0.U34

-0.3 0.006 0 0.054

• -6.25 -(j.O~b 0.1!>7 O.S~
-1~.5 -o.oz: U.164 0.22

o 0 Upstream
12.5 1.63 1l.5 47.7
10.5 8.0 45.6
8.5 0.63 5.U4 27.8
6.25 U.21 2.8 13.0
3.125 0.66 3.66
O.S U.93 0.U35 0.1

-0.3 -0.001 -0.002 U.066
-G.~5 0.038 0.17 0.9
-12.5 U.039 0.033 0.77

o D Downstream
12.5 0.04 0.165 5.25• o.b U.8
6.25 -0.07 -0.047 0.4
:;.l~~ -U.UU6
0.3 0.003 -0.005 0.016

-0.3 -0.054 0.044
-6.25 -0.07 -U.017 -U.08

-12.!> -U.19 -0.101 -0.25
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SYMaOLS FUR FIGURES 3 AND 4

S,Ymbol HEIGHT (om) ~ of Diameter

¢ 6.35 lL.5

~ ~.33 10. J

5<: 4.32 B.5

* 3.18 6.25

::cr 1.59 3.125 •0 0.15 0.3

~ -0.15 -0.3

+ -3.18 -6.25

X -6.35 -12.5

10
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Figure 3b; Effect of steps/recesses at 20 upstream of the orifice plate for ~ = 0.5
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Figure 3c: Effect of steos/recesses at 2D upstream of the orifice plate for e = 0.7
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Figure 4a: Effect of Upstream Steps/Recesses at the Orifice for a = 0.3
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Figure 4b: Effect of Upstream Steps/Recesses at the Orifice for a = 0.5
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Figure 4c: Effect of Upstream Steps/Recesses at the Orifice for S' = 0.7
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Figure 5: Effect of Downstream Steps/Recesses at the Orifice for a = 0.7
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